Year 3 Autumn 2 Newsletter
English

Reading

We will be learning how to write
diary entries, newspaper reports

Our class text

and letters in role.

Maths
This term we will be learning
about addition and subtraction
including bridging ten and a
hundred. We will also be working

The children will also be learning
about punctuation, grammar

on multiplication and division.
The children have a daily

spelling patterns.

arithmetic session where we will

The children have spellings to
learn each week and will be tested

revisit number facts, including
times tables to develop fluency.

on a Friday.

Science

History/Geography

This term we will be learning
about light. This will include light
sources and non-light sources.
Setting up simple experiments to
see how sun cream can protect
them from the sun. We will also
be investigating how shadows are
formed.

Computing
This term we will
learning about how to
stay safe online and
will continue to use
Purple Mash to learn to
code simple games.

Our topic this term is a
comparative study between the
UK and Egypt. We will be using
atlases, maps and the internet to
help us locate cities, landmarks
and climates. Children will
identify similarities and
difference between the two
countries.

R.E.

P.E.

French

This term the class will be
learning about worship and how
people express their beliefs and
faith in different religions. We
will study Christmas and the
beliefs around this.

In French this term we
are learning numbers
beyond 20 and all
about our family and
friends.

We will be learning the skills to
play netball and also learning how
to keep fit. On your PE day please
come in your sports kit and
suitable shoes.
Y3LHMT -Tuesdays and Fridays.
Y3SA – Monday and Friday

Useful information
Spellings will be given out and tested on a Friday.
Homework will be given out or set online on a Monday to be completed by the following Monday.
We use a range of online resources in school and many can be used at home:
Activities across the curriculum: Purplemash.com/Bowesfield
Multiplication:TTRS.co.uk

